Dunk Tank Operation Guidelines
1. Do not permit participants on the game until it is completely set-up. Complete
set-up includes protective frames placed in their final position, tank being filled
to maximum capacity, and seat being latched into place.
2. A participant may drown while using this game. Always provide adult
supervision while participants are on/in the tank area.
3. Immediately remove participants if conditions are unfavorable. Unfavorable
conditions include wind conditions/gusts at or more than 15 mph, rain, lightning
or any other situation that would be a cause of injury to riders or damage to
game.
4. Please remove participants immediately if the water level drops below 1/3rd of
capacity.
5. Do not permit participants to be “dunked” unless they can swim.
6. Do not permit food or drinks on game at any time.
7. Please ensure participants remove shoes, glasses and sharp or breakable objects
if they are to be dunked.
8. Do not permit participants to flip, wrestle, rough-house or use game in any other
way than instructed.
9. Do not permit participants to jump from game onto ground. All participants
must use the provided steps to exit game.
10. Instruct “throwers” to throw balls at the target only.
11. Always keep target and dunk tank area clear of people while game is in “play.”
Serious injury could result to bystanders from thrown balls.
12. Pregnant women, participants under the influence of drugs or alcohol, injured
persons or individuals unable to physically enter the game under their own
power may not use the game.
13. Do not permit more than 1 participant at any one time on the game.
14. An adult supervisor must be in attendance of the game at all times. Do not leave
game unattended at any time.
15. Do not permit minors to use game without adult supervision.
16. I was given a tutorial by All Star Jumper Rentals, LLC. regarding the operation
of this game, I have read and agree with the operation guidelines both implied
and expressed and I am the sole responsible party for the operation and safety of
this game.
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